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WELCOME TO
CURIO.CA

Here we go!
As we begin another school year, Curio.ca is excited to offer
educators the very best of CBC and Radio-Canada content on
our streaming platform. Our Fall 2016 catalogue highlights new
content as well as some of our most popular programs.
Curio.ca is a uniquely Canadian platform that offers an
extensive collection of documentaries, news features, dramas
and kids’ programming from CBC and Radio-Canada.
The platform’s diverse offering allows your students to deepen
their understanding of contemporary issues, explore the world
and develop critical-thinking abilities in a user-friendly,
technology-based environment.

Cultivate curiosity
Curio.ca helps you give your students the fuel to ask great
questions about ideas, big and small. With curriculum-relevant
resources for science, geography, history, Indigenous studies,
social justice, health, business and more, our streaming platform
offers students and educators thousands of hours of content to
inspire exploration, ask questions and satisfy curiosity.

Stay connected
Our monthly newsletter is your quick guide to the latest
and not-to-be-missed content, newly created collections,
suggestions from our experts, and more!
You can also keep in touch by following us on

or

.

Subscribe today
Sign up now for access to thousands of hours of curated,
curriculum relevant content in English and French, teacher
resource guides and much more.
• Request a quote for your school to subscribe via our
REQUEST FORM or at curio@cbc.ca.
• To find out if your school or district subscribes to the platform,
visit our SUBSCRIBERS PAGE.
The Curio.ca team looks forward to working with you to inspire
curiosity and improve student achievement.

More than a streaming video platform, Curio.ca is a curated
learning environment for educators and students—accessible in
the classroom, at the library or at home.
Veronica Barton
Head of Sales, Curio.ca
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WORKING
FOR YOU

CURIO.CA
Additional content
We’re constantly adding new titles to Curio.ca.
Can’t find what you’re looking for? Fill out a
REQUEST FORM and, if possible, we’ll get it online
as soon as we can.

Specific topics
We offer on-demand online conferences. To make
an appointment, write to us at curio@cbc.ca.

Tutorials
Technical support
Submit a SUPPORT REQUEST or call us at
1 877 992 4823.

View our TUTORIALS to learn all about the main
features of Curio.ca.

Managing your account
Promotional support
Feel free to call on our experts by writing to
curio@cbc.ca; we’ll be glad to help you promote
Curio.ca within your network.

Quick starter guides
Download our Quick Starter Guides:
• GUIDE FOR TEACHERS
• GUIDE FOR MANAGERS
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Whether you’re a teacher or an administrator, this
section gives you access to a variety of group
management options such as age group restrictions,
list of active subscribers, metadata tools and more.

Metadata
All Curio.ca content is catalogued and indexed by
a librarian, ensuring that you benefit from enriched
metadata.

This section offers an overview of the latest additions on Curio.ca, from news reports,
series and documentaries to our newest collections.

New Releases
FORTHCOMING

TOXIC JEWELRY: WHAT’S IN
THE CHEAP JEWELRY YOU BUY

TEACHING CODING
THROUGH ROBOTICS

REPORTING FROM INSIDE
NORTH KOREA

MARKETPLACE

THE NATIONAL

THE NATIONAL

The CBC Marketplace team tests jewelry bought from
major Canadian retailers and find those low prices
can come at a surprising price: some popular
brands are made with toxic metals.
2016

A team of Harvard engineers has come up with a fun
way to get kids hooked on coding.

Outside its well-protected borders, North Korea is best
known for these traits: a ruling family dynasty that
brooks no dissent, a huge investment in
weaponry (increasingly nuclear) and
2016
food shortages.
Age: 9-12
9:03

2016
Age: 9-12
5:11

Age: 13-14
21:33

THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING

DISRUPTING DESIGN

WASTED

THE PASSIONATE EYE

SERIES

THE NATURE OF THINGS

Inspired by Naomi Klein’s international non-fiction
bestseller on climate change, This Changes
Everything, presents seven powerful portraits
of communities on the front lines.

The series explores innovations such as the Revelo
Flex Bike, the “Under Gardiner” urban revitalization
project, Queen’s University’s revolutionary
Human Media Lab, and more.
2016
Age: 13-14
21:00 / episodes

We are riding a wave of enormous change in addiction
research and treatment, yet most Canadians don’t
know it and – what’s worse – neither do their
doctors.
2015

2015
Age: 13-14
1:20:59
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Age: 13-14
44:13

New Releases

INTERRUPT THIS PROGRAM
SERIES

OMAR KHADR:
OUT OF THE SHADOWS

DOCUMENTARY

FIRSTHAND

This five-part series reveals the surprisingly vital
cultural underbellies of global cities that have
recently suffered war, disaster or unrest.

Out of the Shadows gives Omar Khadr the opportunity
to speak for himself on camera for the first time.

2015
Age: 15-17
21:00 / episodes

SILENT MAJORITY
FEATURE FILM
WITH TEACHER’S FACILITATION AND COMPANION GUIDE

Based on the true story of Adam Tanguay, the
specific objective of this film is to empower students
to do the right thing when faced with bullying,
whether they are victims, witnesses or
2015
aggressors.
Age: 15-17
40:40
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GOD SAVE JUSTIN TRUDEAU

2015
Age: 13-14
44:03

Shot in 2012, this documentary follows future Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau and Senator Patrick Brazeau
as they train for a boxing match that will
forever change their lives.
2014
Age: 15-17
1:21:07

SCIENCE SMART

A JIHADI IN THE FAMILY

COLLECTION

FIRSTHAND

A collection of concise science-related stories featured
on CBC Vancouver’s weekend Our Vancouver show.

How could a much-loved boy born and raised in Calgary
become a violent extremist who embraced a life of
terrorism halfway around the world?

2015
Age: 9-12
2:30 / episodes

2015
Age: 15-17
44:16

New Releases

THE FIRE BREATHER: THE RISE
AND RAGE OF DONALD TRUMP

THE WAR AT HOME

MY BRAIN MADE ME DO IT

FIRSTHAND

THE NATURE OF THINGS

He has launched often vitriolic attacks on minorities,
Muslims, women and pretty much anyone else
he wants – despite all this, can Donald
Trump’s popularity keep climbing?
2016
Age: 13-14
42:59

This must-see documentary offers an intimate look
at a private battlefield, one where thousands of
Canadian women live in fear in the one place
they should feel safe – their homes.
2016
Age: 15-17
44:10

When a brutal crime is committed, who is ultimately
to blame – the perpetrator or their brain?

WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING

THE EQUALIZER

GIRLS’ NIGHT OUT

THE NATURE OF THINGS

THE NATURE OF THINGS

FIRSTHAND

From regulating our weight to consolidating our
memories to cleaning toxins from our brain, around
the world researchers are attempting to
penetrate the mysterious world of sleep
2016
and decipher its secrets.
Age: 13-14
44:06

Every year, athletes keep going higher, farther and
faster, shattering previous world records and setting
new ones. But are today’s record holders
really better than those of the past?
2015
Age: 13-14
43:56

Girls’ Night Out tackles the prevalent and often
dangerous culture of binge drinking and young
women.

THE FIFTH ESTATE
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2016
Age: 13-14
44:06

2016
Age: 13-14
43:37

New Releases

CINDY BLACKSTOCK

CALL OF THE BABY BELUGA

FOREVER YOUNG

MANSBRIDGE ONE ON ONE

THE NATURE OF THINGS

FIRSTHAND

Peter Mansbridge sits down with Cindy Blackstock
to discuss her work advocating for equal treatment
and funding for aboriginal and First Nations
children.

A journey through the amazing world of the endangered
St. Lawrence beluga whales and the scientists who
have worked for decades against long odds to
help them.
2016

Forever Young explores the age-old pursuit of
increasing human longevity and reveals where our
quest for immortality could eventually take us.

2016
Age: 13-14
21:21
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2015
Age: 13-14
44:23

Age: 13-14
43:54

CANADA IN IRAQ:
THE HIDDEN WAR

THE BOY WHO SHOULD
HAVE LIVED

THE FIFTH ESTATE

THE FIFTH ESTATE

Do we really know what our troops are doing in Iraq?
Do we even know whether coalition airstrikes are
hitting intended targets? Bob McKeown reports
from the front lines of Canada’s war in
2015
Iraq and Syria.
Age: 15-17
40:51

Diagnosed with mental illness at age 10, Chazz Petrella
committed suicide just after he turned 12. Why did
a boy who seemed to have access to the best
of Ontario’s child and youth services die?
2015

TOO YOUNG TO LOSE
THE FIFTH ESTATE

Age: 15-17
40:22

This documentary tells the story of four young
Edmonton women who became ensnared in the
sex trade, singled out and exploited by pimps
preying upon their vulnerability.

2015
Age: 15-17
41:40

We make learning fun! Discover some of the best series
made for primary level.

Kids

CHRIS HADFIELD ON SINGING
IN SPACE
CBC NEWS VANCOUVER
The Canadian astronaut has just released the
first album ever recorded in space.

SHOW

THE NATIONAL

Curious, funny, a little tomboyish, Mia often finds
herself in perilous situations. She doesn’t hesitate
to ask for viewers’ help or seek their input.
2015
Age: 9-12
4:05

A hitchhiking robot is attempting to travel across Canada
relying on the kindness (and curiosity) of strangers as
part of a Canadian research project.

2015
Age: 5-8
11:35 / episodes

2014
Age: 9-12
7:07

PIRATES: ADVENTURES IN ART

RAZZBERRY JAZZBERRY JAM

ARTZOOKA!

SHOW

SHOW

SHOW

Developed with consultants at the Art Gallery of Nova
Scotia, this series focuses on art technique, art
history and do-it-yourself possibilities.

This children’s animated series is all about helping
children discover their love for music under the
guiding principle that music is an inclusive
activity for everyone!
2009-2011

This series blends live action and animation to show
kids that art is everywhere! Join Jeremie as
he walks you through an amazing array
of unconventional art projects
2009-2011
step-by-step.
Age: 5-8
22:00 / episodes

2011
Age: 5-8
12:49 / episodes
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HITCHBOT THE HITCHHIKING
ROBOT

MIA

Age: 5-8
23:50 / episodes

Kids
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CANADIAN TEEN DISCOVERS METHOD TO TURN
WASTE WATER INTO ELECTRICITY

PIRATE’S PASSAGE

Austin Wang, who has won numerous science awards, came up with a way to
genetically modify micro-organisms so that they could clean waste water
and generate electricity at the same time.

This animated film stars Donald Sutherland, who voices the lead character,
Captain Johnson. The story is set in 1952 in Grey Rocks, Nova Scotia,
a town that was famous 250 years ago as a port for pirates.

FEATURE FILM

2016
Age: 9-12
6:57

MONSTER MATH SQUAD

WALTER & TANDOORI’S XMAS

SHOW

FEATURE FILM

Based on the curriculum of renowned Canadian mathematician Dr. John Mighton,
the series promotes the love of numeracy, the idea that math is everywhere,
and that problem solving is fun!

It is just before Christmas in the village of Hart’s Landing and plans to build
a huge department store threaten the tiny town.

2015
Age: 5-8
12:30

2015
Age: 9-12
1:28:15

2014
Age: 5-8
1:17:25

Kids

ABRACADABRA

IN SEARCH OF DAN COOPER

CBC ANIMATION – FRÉDÉRIC BACK

DOCUMENTARY

This Frédéric Back film is an allegorical tale cautioning against the dangers
of exhausting an indispensable natural resource, here represented by
the sun.

This documentary sheds some light on Dan Cooper’s history as it walks the line
between two realms – the comic book and the real world of Canadian
fighter pilots.

1970
Age: 5-8
9:21

2012
Age: 9-12
47:47

AVAILABLE
IN OCTOBER
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SCOUT & THE GUMBOOT KIDS

NUTS ABOUT SQUIRRELS

SERIES

THE NATURE OF THINGS

Scout & the Gumboot Kids invites children to be mindful and experience the wonders
of nature. In each episode, Scout provides the Gumboot Kids with creative,
2011
playful and meaningful ways of engaging with the natural world.
Age: 5-8
12:49 / episodes

Getting inside the heads of squirrels to figure out what makes them tick is no
easy task, but Joel Brown from the University of Illinois at Chicago has
designed some creative experiments to do just that.

2012
Age: 9-12
44:11

Over the last few years, we have built a selection of classic content that is
curriculum-relevant and very much appreciated in the classroom.

Classroom Favourites

A SKILL FOR LIFE
DOCUMENTARY
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

How are children managing their stress in everyday
life? This documentary looks at the history of a
project that began 25 years ago and its
future prospects.
2016
Age: 15-17
45:42

BEST OF NEWS IN REVIEW:
BULLYING AWARENESS
This collection of five significant news stories,
including Amanda Todd’s tragic death, explores the
impact of social media, the diverse forms
bullying can take, and what we can do
2014
to stop it.
Age: 13-14
15:00 / episodes
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THE MYSTERY OF THE BELL

WARRIORS AGAINST VIOLENCE

DOC ZONE

THE NATIONAL

This CBC documentary follows the journey of the
Batoche bell through its tumultuous history, including
the larger-than-life drama of rebellion and war
on the Canadian frontier.
2014

Half of aboriginal men who abuse women were
themselves abused. The National’s Duncan McCue
looks at a group that is helping men change
abusive behaviour.

2015
Age: 13-14
17:03

Age: 13-14
45:11

BEST OF NEWS IN REVIEW:
NATIVE STUDIES
VOLUMES 1 AND 2
This two-volume collection is packed with content,
including eight of the most popular Native Studies
stories in recent years.
2014
Age: 13-14
15:00 / episodes

BRAIN TRAINING: MIND GAMES
MARKETPLACE

In a powerful journey into the world of memory,
Marketplace host Tom Harrington explores the fears
of many Canadians, and his own, when it
comes to memory loss.
2015
Age: 15-17
43:42

Classroom Favourites

FRANKLIN’S LOST SHIPS

TRANSFORMING GENDER

THE MAN WHO TWEETED EARTH

THE NATURE OF THINGS

DOC ZONE

THE NATURE OF THINGS

Franklin’s Lost Ships uses CGI, re-enactments and a
good old-fashioned adventure yarn to lay out how
Franklin’s expedition became the worst disaster
in polar exploration history.
2015
Age: 13-14
44:26

Through personal stories we pull back the curtain on
what it means to be – fundamentally and in your
deepest core – in conflict with the gender
you were assigned at birth.
2015
Age: 15-17
44:05

From the moment Chris Hadfield arrived at the
International Space Station for a five-month mission,
he transformed the way we connect to space.

HOLD YOUR FIRE

ABORIGINAL WOMEN’S
PANEL DISCUSSION

SONIC MAGIC: THE WONDER
AND SCIENCE OF SOUND

CBC NEWS VANCOUVER

THE NATURE OF THINGS

This video captures the CBC Vancouver Inspiration
Series: Dream Makers, a June 2015 panel event that
highlights successful aboriginal women.

Sonic Magic takes us behind the scenes in cutting-edge
hospitals and research labs where sound is eliminating
cancer tumours without surgery and may
even reverse the effects of Alzheimer’s
2015
Disease.
Age: 13-14
44:14

FIRSTHAND

This documentary looks at how police training and
response to people in crisis went off track and shows
how progressive police forces are striving to
get onto a better path.
2015
Age: 15-17
44:16
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2015
Age: 13-14
59:08

2013
Age: 9-12
44:34

Classroom Favourites
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DRAGONS’ DEN, SEASON 10

TRAPPED IN A HUMAN ZOO

COLLECTION

THE NATURE OF THINGS

Dragons’ Den Season 10 brings three new Dragons to the Den: Michele Romanow,
the co-founder of Buytopia.ca, one of Canada’s top daily deal sites; Joe
2016
Mimran, one of Canada’s leading fashion pioneers; and Manjit Minhas,
Age: 13-14
the co-founder and co-owner of Minhas Breweries and Distillery.
44:00 / episodes

A forgotten diary tells the misadventures of Abraham and seven Inuit from Labrador,
caught in the world of late 19th century European human zoos.

ROBOTICIZE ME

THE MOHAMED FAHMY STORY: 400 DAYS

DOC ZONE

THE FIFTH ESTATE

This provocative, intelligent and often amusing exploration into the emerging
universe of robots touches on the ethical and legal boundaries some believe
we’re starting to cross.

Former Cairo bureau chief for Al-Jazeera English, Canadian journalist Mohamed
Fahmy describes 400 days of utter hell spent in jail.

2015
Age: 15-17
43:03

2015
Age: 13-14
44:18

2015
Age: 15-17
38:39

Classroom Favourites

SWIMMING TO FREEDOM: THE INCREDIBLE STORY
OF YAHYA SAMATAR

IF THE POET
FIRSTHAND

DEFINITELY NOT THE OPERA

IF the Poet is the compelling story of Ian French, a.k.a. IF, from his humiliating slam
poetry debut at age 50, to representing English-speaking Canada at The
2015
World Cup of Poetry in Paris.
Age: 13-14
44:23

THE PAIN GAME: DRUGS, DOCTORS
AND PRO SPORTS

15/

2015
Age: 13-14
54:01

TREK OF THE TITANS
THE NATURE OF THINGS

THE FIFTH ESTATE
It’s no secret that professional sport is big business. The pressures put on some
team doctors to nurse high-priced star players back to health is leading to
the over-prescription of drugs.

How far would you go for freedom? See one man’s harrowing journey from Somalia
to the banks of Manitoba’s Red River.

2015
Age: 13-14
41:52

This documentary provides a new perspective into the world of leatherback
turtles and reveals the groundbreaking research and preservation efforts
being undertaken in Canada and Trinidad.

2014
Age: 9-12
44:26

We present to you our most popular titles, ranging from complete series
to documentaries.

Must-See / Must-Have

MISSING AND MURDERED
INDIGENOUS WOMEN

KEEPING CANADA ALIVE

CANADA: A PEOPLE’S HISTORY

SHOW

COLLECTION

This collection presents a snapshot of missing and
murdered indigenous women and recounts the
stories of the families and communities
affected by this national
2016
tragedy.
Age: 15-17
4:00 to 20:00 / episodes

This groundbreaking six-part series descends on
hospitals, clinics, doctors’ offices and private
residences, capturing the stories of patients
seeking treatment and the medical
2015
professionals who provide it.
Age: 13-14
44:00 / episodes

Charting the country’s past from pre-history to 1990,
this 17-episode series chronicles the rise and fall
of empires, the clash of great armies and
epoch-making rebellions.
2000

8TH FIRE

THE GREAT HUMAN ODYSSEY

A LESSON IN DISCRIMINATION

COLLECTION

COLLECTION

ENJEUX

Meet emerging aboriginal leaders, artists, activists
and thinkers and explore the best ideas for change.
Above all, 8th Fire examines the way forward
to a second chance to get the relationship
2014
right.
Age: 13-14
43:00 / episodes

Take a journey around the world and back in time with
anthropologist Dr. Niobe Thompson and discover the
miracle of our species.

10 years ago, a Grade 3 primary school teacher
conducted an experiment that shows just how
quickly our young people can assimilate
discrimination and all its dangerous
2006
repercussions.
Age : 9-12
43:55

COLLECTION
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2015
Age: 9-12
44:00 / episodes

Age: 9-12
1:46:00 / episodes

Must-See / Must-Have

WILD CANADA

THE BOOK OF NEGROES

COLLECTION

COLLECTION

WITH TEACHER RESOURCE GUIDE

WITH TEACHER RESOURCE GUIDE

This epic four-part series takes place through time and across the vast scale
of the Canadian landscape, revealing the country as it has never been
seen before.

Based on the award-winning novel by Lawrence Hill, this series depicts the
extraordinary life journey of an African woman who cuts a swath through a
world that is predisposed to underestimate her.

2014
Age: 9-12
44:00 / episodes

CANADIAN HISTORY: OUR EVOLVING IDENTITY
COLLECTION

WAR OF 1812: BEEN THERE, WON THAT
DOC ZONE

WITH TEACHER RESOURCE GUIDE

This bundle of CBC documentaries, dramas and re-enactments explores the
individuals, communities and events that make up the many facets
of Canada’s history.

2014
Age: 9-12
2:00 to 1:46:00 / episodes
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2015
Age: 13-14
43:00 / episodes

On the bicentennial of the War of 1812, this documentary special takes a modern
look at a 200 year old war, hosted by one of Canada’s most accomplished
2012
and funniest actors, Peter Keleghan.
Age: 13-14
1:30:22

All collections are curated by our experts to offer you
the best titles on one subject.

Collections

CANADIAN PARLIAMENTARY
DEMOCRACY

SPORTS AND POLITICS:
THE OLYMPIC GAMES

CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY
MONTH

With this collection, students will gain insight into the
role of Members of Parliament and the basic
structure and functions of the House of
Commons and Senate.
2016
Age: 9-12
3:00 to 30:00 / episodes

The Olympics are not just about sports: countries fight
to host the Olympics and, more often than not,
the Games cause political and social turmoil
in host countries.
2016
Age: 13-14
8:00 to 53:00 / episodes

February is Black History Month in Canada, which
provides an opportunity to celebrate the
achievements and accomplishments of
Canada’s black community.

HEALTH AND NUTRITION

IN THE SPIRIT OF HALLOWEEN

Here are three revealing documentaries that take
a look at the impact of sugar on our health,
the truth about our salt intake and the
allergy epidemic.

From scary vampire bats to sea monsters, and from
zombie attacks to pirate raids, this collection
includes the best content to experience
the unique thrill of
2015
Halloween.
Age: 13-14
22 :00 to 1:25:00 / episodes

2014
Age: 15-17
22:00 to 44:00 / episodes
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2016
Age: 13-14
2:00 to 1:42:00 / episodes

CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE
TWO-PART SERIES

This two-hour drama recounts the life of Helen Betty
Osborne, a young Aboriginal student who was
brutally beaten and slain in a The Pas,
Manitoba town in 1971.
2015
Age: 15-17
1:30:00 / episodes

Collections

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS: A SAD CHAPTER IN
CANADIAN HISTORY

ABORIGINAL EDUCATION THEN AND NOW: ISSUES,
CONTROVERSIES AND CONCERNS

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission concluded that residential schools were
a key tool of cultural genocide against Canada’s First Nations. This
2015
collection provides a concise overview of this dark page in
Age: 13-14
Canadian history.
2:00 to 54:00 / episodes

This collection of six CBC News stories delves into some of the biggest news
in Aboriginal education – recent revelations that Aboriginal children
2014
were subjected to nutritional experiments in residential
Age: 13-14
schools.
2:00 to 7:00 / episodes

REMEMBRANCE DAY: IN MEMORY OF THE MEN
AND WOMEN WHO HAVE SERVED

TWO-PART COLLECTION

This collection features a selection of stories on Remembrance Day, in
which we acknowledge the courage and sacrifice of those
who served their country.

This series illustrates the various symptoms of psychosis and serves as an
invitation to discover the refer-O-scope assessment tool designed by
the Société québécoise de la schizophrénie.

2015
Age: 13-14
3:00 to 1:46:00 / episodes
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REFER-O-SCOPE

2015
Age: 13-14
2:00 / episodes

So many great news stories and series to come in 2016 and 2017 on Curio.ca.
Don’t miss out!

Coming soon
FREE UNTIL
DECEMBER 31, 2016

A LESSON IN DISCRIMINATION – 10 YEARS LATER
ENQUÊTE
In 2006, a Grade 3 teacher in Quebec subjected her students to a “lesson in discrimination,” in the hope that experiencing it would help them
understand the distress of students who are ostracized because they are different. The resulting documentary stunned television viewers at home and
around the world.
Today, the children are grown and from their new perspectives as young adults, they take another look at The Lesson. Why did some of them reject the
privileges that their classmates so enthusiastically accepted? And most important: does one ever truly heal after enduring abuse as a punching bag for
fellow students?
WITH TEACHER RESOURCE GUIDE

A Lesson in Discrimination 2006 Edition also available on Curio.ca
20/

2016
Age: 9-12
43:00

Coming soon
FALL

WINTER

2016

THIS IS HIGH SCHOOL

KIM’S CONVENIENCE

This fly-on-the-wall six-part series captures the
challenges facing both educators and students alike
in a 21st-century public high school.

Kim’s Convenience is the funny, heartfelt story
of The Kims, a Korean-Canadian family that
immigrated to downtown Toronto in the ‘80s
to set up shop near Regent Park.

FALL

SERIES

Crash Gallery, hosted by Sean O’Neill of the Art
Gallery of Ontario, is a high energy and immersive
experience that offers a completely different
view of the artistic process.
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2017

CANADA’S SMARTEST PERSON
SEASON 3

In the new season of Canada’s Smartest Person,
competitors go head-to-head in a series of
mind-bending challenges that redefine
what it means to be smart.

FALL

2016

CRASH GALLERY

WINTER

2017

AVAILABLE
SOON

2016

RETAIL TRICKS: HOW STORES
MAKE YOU SPEND MORE
MARKETPLACE
Take a shopping trip to find out how an industry of
neuroscientists and behavioural psychologists help
retailers boost business and make us buy stuff
that we may not actually want or need.

THE EXHIBITIONISTS
SERIES

Topical, innovative and entertaining, The Exhibitionists
is the go-to destination to discover Canada’s fresh
and diverse talents, and to get up close and
personal with established icons.

Coming soon

CANADA 150
SPRING

TRUE NORTH
CALLING

2017

This series will reveal the North in an
entirely new, modern and surprising way.
The series follows the lives of young,
dynamic Northern dwellers carving
out a life for themselves and
their families.
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SPRING

CANADA:
THE STORY OF US

2017

A ground-breaking 10-hour series charting
the growth of Canada for a new generation.
Bold, visual and entertainment driven, this
series zeroes in on the key moments,
events and people who make
us who we are today.

SPRING

WE ARE CANADA

2017

CANADA: A
PEOPLE’S HISTORY

SUMMER

2017

2 NEW EPISODES!
This energetic series draws on the talents
of Canada’s imaginative filmmakers to tell
the stories of young passionate changemakers whose works are shaping and
defining our future in inspiring
and imaginative ways.

From the most acclaimed documentary
series in CBC history, two new episodes
that will cover the last 27 years of our
nation’s dramatic transformation.

National Geographic Channel gives you access to specialized content beyond the basic Curio.ca
subscription for a small additional cost.

BRAIN GAMES

DO OR DIE

EARTH: A NEW WILD

Delve into topics like focus, fear, persuasion,
decision-making and neural fitness and turn
your mind’s eye inward for an entertaining
and revealing journey.

Do or Die confronts life or death situations to reveal
the best course of action to ensure your survival.

The series distinguishes itself from nearly all other
natural history films as it turns the camera
around to show the world as it really is –
with humans in the picture.

MASTER OF DISASTER

NONE OF THE ABOVE

SURVIVE THE TRIBE

This exciting series poses a fresh challenge for
scientist Tim Samaras and his team: how can
they measure the speed of an avalanche,
the force of a terrorist blast or the
2008-2009
power of a tornado?
Age: 13-14
47:00 / episodes

This show is hitting the streets, malls, airports
and racetracks of the world to bring science
to the people. See how much you think
you know!
2012-2014
Age: 9-12
22: 00 / episodes

From the rainforests of Ecuador to the frozen Arctic
of Canada, join survival expert Hazen Audel on an
epic adventure to some of the most remote
tribal communities in the world.
2014
Age: 15-17
44:00 / episodes

2011-2014
Age: 13-14
22:00 / episodes
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2013
Age: 13-14
22:00 / episodes

2014
Age: 13-14
44:00 / episodes

News in Review Channel gives you access to specialized content beyond the basic Curio.ca
subscription for a small additional cost.

WITH TEACHER RESOURCE GUIDES

FORCILLO VERDICT: POLICE
ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE USE
OF LETHAL FORCE

EMOTIONAL MARKETING:
ADVERTISERS TARGET THE
HEART

Spread by warm-climate mosquitos, the Zika virus
may cause more than a rash and fever. It may
also cause birth defects in the children of
infected mothers.

The trial of Constable James Forcillo for the shooting
of 18-year-old Sammy Yatim sparked a public
debate on the use of lethal force by police.

It’s not new for advertisers to use emotions to sell
products, but are they sincere or is it blatant
emotional manipulation?

SYRIAN ARRIVALS: CANADA
WELCOMES THE FIRST REFUGEES

AL-QAEDA HOSTAGE:
THE C
 ANADIAN CONNECTION

MONA PARSONS: CANADA’S
NAZI RESISTANCE FIGHTER

This News in Review story looks at the process to
bring Syrian refugees to Canada from neighbouring
Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey.

Matt Schrier, a freelance war photographer in Syria,
was captured by al-Qaeda-linked rebels in 2012.
On his return to the U.S. Matt revealed that
his kidnappers may have had a Canadian
2016
connection.
Age: 13-14
16:51

Mona Parsons became a member of an informal
resistance in the Netherlands against the Nazis
during the Second World War and was Canada’s
only civilian female prisoner of war. Yet
2016
few have heard of her.
Age: 13-14
10:23

ZIKA VIRUS: A WORLD HEALTH
EMERGENCY

2016
Age: 13-14
20:07

2016
Age: 13-14
19:08
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2016
Age: 13-14
16:33

2016
Age: 13-14
11:56
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